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Crescent Petroleum Contributes $100K to EFE's
Catalyst Fund
We are pleased to
announce that Crescent
Petroleum (CP) generously
donated $US 100,000 to
EFE's Catalyst Fund. This
visionary award enabled
EFE to reach our Catalyst
Fund's $US 1.8 million
goal. This is the first fund of
its kind at EFE and is a key
milestone in EFE’s journey
to scale with quality, innovation, and impact. Mr. Badr Jafar, President of Crescent
Petroleum & CEO of Crescent Enterprises, comments: "EFE’s mission to provide
opportunities for youth across MENA to gain valuable skills linked to tangible jobs,
preparing them to thrive in a rapidly evolving marketplace, is both crucial and
urgent. We are grateful for EFE’s continued efforts in this regard, and will continue
to do our part towards the realisation of these goals." CP’s gift will support EFE's
2025 Strategy by continuing EFE’s digital transformation and increasing the
visibility of EFE and youth success stories. In addition, CP’s gift will help EFE in
Egypt, Jordan, and Palestine reach 6,175 youth through skills training, career
direction, and job placements. We express our deep gratitude to Crescent
Petroleum, Badr Jafar, and all of our Catalyst Fund donors and Board member
contributors for this historic milestone. Read more here.

EFE Celebrates a Year of Beating the Odds
In a year marked by COVID job losses, we've defied the odds to support a total of
114,741 youth to enter the world of work, thanks to their resilience and the support
of our partners and donors. See our full Year in Review.

Staff Across EFE Network Participate in Successful
Virtual Summit
Thanks to the generous support of Bank of America, the EFE 2020 Virtual Summit
brought together 105 staff from 4 continents, 11 countries, and 6 different timezones
for 18 sessions. See the highlights from this international feat!

EFE-Maroc Encourages Secondary Students to
Think Big with Millennium Challenge Account
It's never too early to think about the future. That's exactly what EFE-Maroc and
Millennium Challenge Account-Maroc helped Moroccan secondary students do 
"My Training Project." The project aimed to help students in Safi, Marrakech,
Chichaoua, and Essaouira become anonymous, gain vital soft skills, and provide
early career orientation.

EFE-Saudi Arabia and
Citi Foundation Partner 
to Promote Career
Development
In partnership with Citi Foundation, EFE-
Saudi Arabia helped over 40 trainees
develop their workplace interpersonal
skills. The Affiliate hosted an online workshop that was joined by a career
development professional and Sarah Al-Tamimi, the head of equity trading for Citi
Saudi Arabia. We're proud to see our partnership with Citi Foundation thrive!

New Office Will
Serve Youth in
Southeast
Tunisia 
This month, EFE-
Tunisie celebrated the

opening of a new office in Zarzis at the center of the Medenine governorate.
As part of the "Supporting Job Creation for Young Tunisians from
Marginalized Communities” project implemented with the support of U.S.
Department of State Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs Office of Assistance
Coordination, the Affiliate is targeting young people from the southeast
region of Tunisia. It is therefore excited to have a location closer to the needs
of its partners and beneficiaries and connect young job seekers with local
expertise!

Film Project Gathers
Footage of Alumni in
Yemen
After filming in the UAE and Egypt,
work on EFE's film project to
highlight our alumni in partnership
with MBC Hope made it to Yemen!
The shoots were done remotely
under difficult circumstances, but with the help of EFE-Yemen and the film
agency, footage of EFE-Yemen alumni exceeding in workplaces ranging from a
hospital to a carpentry workshop was successfully gathered.

EFE is Resilient
What did 2020 teach you? We loved EFE founder Ron Bruder's response to the
"Hindsight is 2020" campaign: "What struck me in 2020 was our ability to adapt, to
accomplish incredible feats in the face of serious adversity, a truth I witnessed daily
alongside the EFE team. To 2020 grads: have the confidence and faith that you are
capable of rising to meet the challenges of the moment. It will take you anywhere
you want to go."

As we look back on the year, one thing about the EFE Family is clear: EFE is
resilient. Now, time to look forward to more success and lessons to come in 2021!

EFE-Egypt December Photo of the Month
Highlights Efforts to Include Trainees with

Disabilities
EFE-Egypt won the December #EFEPhotoOfTheMonth with this shot from the
Affiliate's Disability Awareness Training. The Affiliate partnered with Helm
Foundation to train students, staff, and trainers and make its programs more
inclusive for trainees with disabilities.
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